
U R B A N  W I L D L I F E  
C O N S E R V A T I O N  P R O G R A M  
  

National Wildlife Refuge System 



• Landscape-scale 
conservation and 
science-based 
decisions 
 

• Developing our 
conservation leaders 
of today and tomorrow 
 

• Creating a connected 
conservation 
constituency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our priorities The goal of the Urban Wildlife Conservation Program is to engage urban communities in wildlife conservation in partnership with the Service. Excellence may be achieved through seven standards that serve as a framework for collaboration between the Service and urban communities on and off Service lands. 



Our Current Advocates and Conservationists 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why we’re doing this. Relevance. It matters.  But in general, Visitor Satisfaction Survey – very positive experiences on Refuges, proud of that. We’re good at that demographic, and we can and will honor that, …   Avg 56 year old white male! Middle class, higher education. but how do we expand to others?  To grow conservation efforts, we must reach new audiences. 



Our Future Advocates and Conservationists 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Urban Stats- 80% America already urban, diversity growing. Diversity will be new majority by 2042. Kids will already be there.  In just one decade, our children WILL be diversified, over half will be diverseHeinzEE Junior Duck 2011



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why does this matter? If America isn’t enjoying, appreciating, even AWARE of FWS (let alone conservation) will not care, will not support, will not protect. If we are really going to change the needle, we need to reach future taxpayers and voters who will lead conservation decisions for tomorrow, FWS needs to become more relevant to America. 



U R B A N  W I L D L I F E  
C O N S E R V A T I O N  P R O G R A M   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teams looked at how do we become more relevant, have the greatest impact for conservation. Determined where can we connect with a larger and more diverse audience. When faced with budget constraints and other external pressures, focus efforts where we can have the greatest impact for conservation. 



Why the urban focus?  

Video 
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Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTGiVCoGnNo&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gb8SMZGCIY&list=PLZb5DyVcCk97sQYhdSKnSORYXv__mgozr&t=0s&index=5


• Know and Relate to the Community 
• Connect Urban People with Nature 

via Stepping Stones of 
Engagement 

• Build Partnerships 
• Be a Community Asset 
• Ensure Adequate Long-Term 

Resources 
• Provide Equitable Access 
• Ensure Visitors Feel Safe and 

Welcome 
• Model Sustainability 

Standards of Excellence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metrics arent about sheer numbers but rather are we making a difference in achieving each standard.  So the qualitative nature can be difficult but importantIn other words, we arent concerned about how many bus loads of students come to a refuge, but have we increased the comfort level and participation of a smaller segment in participating and enjoying the outdoors. 



Goals: 
• Engage communities where we 

aren’t present 
• Nurture appreciation for wildlife 

conservation 
• Other Programs Key Leads 

 
Where: 
• We don’t currently have an urban 

refuge 
• Significant population center 
• Opportunities to leverage other 

efforts  
 

 
 

Where We Are Not:  
Urban Wildlife Refuge Partnerships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(See Urban Wildlife Refuge Partnerships Fact Sheet)DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN WILDLIFE REFUGE PARTNERSHIPS: Where the Service, Community, and Conservation Partners come together to promote conservation.  Eight pilot projects were selected in 2013, with two more partnerships being established in 2014. The criteria used to select the partnerships included: efforts are visible and targeted to reach urban populations, existing partnership opportunities are present and matching resources are available, Service participation is value-added, and the projects are sustainable, both by the Service and partners. The FIRST eight partnership cities include New Haven, CT, Chicago, IL, Houston, TX, Providence, RI, Seattle, WA, Baltimore, MD, Los Angeles, CA, and Albuquerque, NM. We have 14 pilots now, goal of 10 by 2015 so we exceededKey points are: these are about ENGAGING the community (not talking at them, as experts, but focus on what values we can bring to them), finding liaisons or ambassadors to the community to reach a segment we DON’T already (we have the hunters/anglers/birders, but what about people afraid of the woods?), and overcoming barriers to getting people outside.  It’s LESS about getting them to know our name, more about garnering new conservation constituency from a segment of urbanites who aren't already.  This is harder than the low hanging fruit of our traditional supporters. We are looking for places we can add some value to a partnership, such as our credibility, name, ability to transcend political boundaries or political leadership changes.  We lend our expertise, they lend theirs.  We cant be everywhere, we aren't the right lead-ins to every community, and we don’t need to do everything. Its about finding those partners to do so.  In the end, we all win if we focus on developing people who care about conservation.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes it may take months or years, to determine if there might be common opportunities to work on projects that will benefit both wildlife and people. The 2nd standard is Connect urban people with nature via Stepping Stones of Engagement. Need to take and recognize small steps first. 
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Presentation Notes
If not outreach, what about your public scoping meetings or restoration efforts. Are you always informing or involving the same people on your mailing list?  Maybe it is time to review that mailing list. 29 cities -New Haven



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reaching a broader audience is how we are really going to change the needle for conservation. But it is hard work to change the way we are doing business and shift priorities. But building genuine relationships with our neighbors, finding common ground, will benefit both wildlife and people. 



www.fws.gov/urban 
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Presentation Notes
Resources, literature database and information on the partnerships



 
 
 

 

Angelina Yost 
National Urban Coordinator 
angelina_yost@fws.gov 
703-358-2432 

www.fws.gov/refuges/vision 
www.fws.gov/urban  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope you can join us in this vision to engage our communities, and I look forward to hearing  and sharing your stories with others!

mailto:angelina_yost@fws.gov
http://www.fws.gov/refuges/vision
http://www.fws.gov/urban
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